Abstract: In this paper, we, for the first time, systematically study a new structure of a dualcore photonic crystal fiber filled with a metal wire in the center air hole. Theoretical analysis based on the supermode theory and the coupled-mode theory shows that the directional power transfer between the two fiber cores is enhanced by the resonant coupling between the surface plasmon modes and the fiber core-guided modes. A coupling length reduction of more than one order of magnitude is demonstrated for the new structure in the near-infrared regime. As a new fiber coupler device, the highest coupling efficiency is 81.82%, the insertion loss is as low as 0.87 dB, and the extinction ratio is 30.54 dB at 1550 nm for the optimized design configuration. The new structure is compact in size and easy to fabricate, making it promising for miniaturized complex communication devices.
Introduction
The latest trend in the development of all-fiber devices is the high-level integration of fiber functionalities into a photonic device. Among all the functions, controllable directional power transfer between fiber cores is of particular interest and is referred to as the workhorse of fiber components [1] . Recently, several research groups have reported the use of dual-core photonic crystal fibers (DC-PCFs), where two adjacent solid cores are placed close to each other into a single PCF as optical fiber couplers because of their vast design possibilities, large index contrast, and compactness in size [2] , [3] . However, the coupling length of the device is strongly dependent on the fiber structure and is generally long, which results in a low coupling efficiency (CE). This can cause problems in many communication applications such as intermodal dispersion in signal pulse transmission [4] .
In this paper, we, for the first time, propose the use of a metal wire in the center of the DC-PCF to enhance the directional power transfer. Metal wires in fiber waveguides have attracted a lot of attention in recent years, which are mainly focused on the polarization characteristics and transmission characteristics, for example [5] - [7] . We show that the resonant coupling between the surface plasmon (SP) modes supported by the metal wire and the fiber core-guided modes can also be used to enhance the dual-core fiber coupler performance with a one-order-of-magnitude reduction in coupling length and improvement on CE. At the same time, the filling of a metal wire keeps the compactness of the PCF structure and is easy to fabricate. These features will demonstrate advantages of our new structure in miniaturized complex communication devices such as photonic integrated devices [8] , wavelength multiplexing systems [2] , and optical switches [4] .
We present our systematic study of the new structure in this paper, which is organized in the following way: Section 1 gives an overview of the paper and highlights its contribution. Section 2 describes the new structure. Section 3 explains in detail the theoretical modeling of the new structure by the supermode theory (SMT) and the coupled-mode theory (CMT). Section 4 discusses the modeling results of the new structure as a novel fiber coupler design in terms of various performance indicators. The effect of fiber microstructure parameter variation and different metal coating configurations is also discussed for performance optimization. Section 5 summarizes the key findings and points out its future impact. Fig. 1(a) is the new DC-PCF structure filled with a metal wire (silver) in the center shown as red. Many techniques are available to realize this structure, i.e., selective filling of a metal wire into a conventional dielectric DC-PCF, such as pressure-assisted pumping [9] or using femtosecond laser micromachining [10] . Fig. 1(b) is the simulation model, d hole ¼ 2 m, Ã ¼ 3:75 m. The structural parameters were chosen based on our existing available DC-PCF. The two cores are named A and B for easy illustration. The dielectric property of silica is described by the Sellmeier equation [11] and silver by the Drude model [12] . The simulation was carried out using the FemSIM software to find the complex propagation constants of the waveguide modes with the finite-element method. To properly estimate the fiber confinement loss, a perfectly matching layer (PML) was also added.
New Structure

Theoretical Modeling of DC-PCF With Metal Wire
For a systematic and complete study, we used two approaches for the analysis of power coupling in the new structure. SMT obtains the propagating hybrid modes of the multiwaveguide system as a whole, whereas CMT analyzes the multiwaveguide system by calculating the eigenmode of each individual waveguide under the perturbation of other waveguides. We analyzed the mode characteristics for the x-polarized direction, but the same principles can be applied to the y-polarized modes without losing generality.
SMT for DC-PCF With Metal Wire
In SMT, the power coupling is described by the interference of the fiber core-guided even and odd supermodes, denoted as e-and o-, respectively. Their electric field profiles are shown in Fig. 2 . The even supermode is symmetric about the y -axis, whereas the odd supermode is symmetric about the origin. It is pointed out in [13] that higher order modes do not contribute to the intercore power transfer; hence, only the fundamental core-guided modes were discussed in this paper. The effective refractive indices ðn eff Þ of various modes were obtained, the real part Reðn eff Þ is related to the propagation constant ¼ 2= Â Reðn eff Þ of the mode, and the imaginary part Imðn eff Þ is related to the confinement loss ¼ ð20=ln10Þ Â 2= Â Imðn eff Þ (in dB per unit length). For the conventional unfilled dielectric DC-PCF, the total interference transverse electric field E * ðx ; y ; zÞe Àjwt can be expressed by (1), where M is the amplitude, and is the phase shift; c is the relative excitation amplitude ranging from 0 to 1 based on the normalization condition c
Since the power is proportional to jE * j 2 , the power of the two cores P A and P B can be expressed as (2) . Now, considering the metal-introduced absorption, the electric field amplitude needs to be replaced by
Àð e z=20Þ and E
Àð o z=20Þ . Given the fact that E e ðÀx ; y Þ ¼ E e ðx ; y Þ and E o ðÀx ; y Þ ¼ ÀE o ðx ; y Þ, we can derive the transmission characteristics of a DC-PCF filled with a metal wire. The transmittance function T 0 ðzÞ is described as the proportion of power transferred to the other core from the launching core at a given position z along the fiber length as expressed by (3) . For clarity and simplicity, we assumed c e ¼ c o and E e ¼ E o . At z ¼ 0, the total interference field showed a concentration of optical power at core B; hence, we could make an analogy the incident energy was launched in core B and subsequently transferred to core A E * ðx ; y ; zÞe Àjwt ¼ Mðx ; y ; zÞe jðx ;y ;zÞ
T 0 ðzÞ ¼
Àð o z=20Þ
'ðzÞ ¼ 10 Fig. 3(a) shows the wavelength-dependent Reðn eff Þ of different modes in the fiber. The red and blue curves represent the dispersion of the fiber core-guided modes in a DC-PCF without and with a metal wire, respectively. The solid curves are for the even supermodes, and the dashed curves are for the odd supermodes. The black dotted curves represent different orders of SP modes excited on an isolated metal wire surrounded by the air hole lattice embedded in the silica background. The insets show their longitudinal Poynting vector distribution. First, it can be seen that the fundamental and first-order SP modes (SP 0 and SP 1 ) have much higher effective refractive indices, and hence, their dispersion curves do not intersect with those of the fiber core-guided modes. Second, the difference jReðn that of the almost overlapped two red curves in the whole wavelength range investigated. The reason for this large difference in value is that resonant coupling occurs between the second-order SP mode ðSP 2 Þ and the core-guided odd supermode whose parities are matched. At the resonant coupling wavelength r ¼ 1090 nm, these two modes are phase matched. Their dispersion curves (the SP 2 black dotted curve and the red dashed curve) intersect at this wavelength, resulting in an anticrossing of the blue dashed curve. However, no significant coupling occurs between the SP 2 mode and the core-guided even supermode, so the blue solid curve is continuous and decreases gradually with the wavelength.
The various mode profiles at specific wavelengths indicated in Fig. 3(a) (the blue dots) are plotted in Fig. 3(b) . They represent the mode profiles before, at, and after the resonant coupling. The white arrows indicate the electric field directions. We discuss the SP 2 mode and the odd supermode coupling first. At ¼ 950 nm before the resonant coupling, the electric field is confined within core areas. At ¼ r ¼ 1090 nm, the coupling between the SP 2 mode and the core-guided odd supermode is the strongest. Therefore, two odd hybrid supermodes are formed with the left one (the lower branch) describing the opposite phase coupling, i.e., with different field directions, and the right one (the upper branch) describing the coordinate phase coupling, i.e., with the same field direction. The lower branch of the blue dashed curve describes the fundamental mode transition from the fiber core mode like to the SP mode like as increases, whereas the upper branch describes the opposite process. At ¼ 1300 nm after the resonant coupling, most of the electric field couples back to the fiber cores. As for the core-guided even supermodes, the electric field is confined within the core areas throughout the wavelength range. There is no resonant coupling between the SP 2 mode and the even supermode because their field parities do not match; their field overlap integral value is small. To further elaborate the difference between the even and odd supermodes in the new structure, the loss spectrum ðÞ is plotted in Fig. 3(c) , and the coupling strength ðÞ is plotted in Fig. 3(d) . First, the peak in the loss spectrum of a core-guided mode is often used to identify r because at this wavelength, maximum power is transferred from the fiber cores to the metal wire [6] . Thus, in our new structure, only the odd supermode exhibits a peak loss value as can been seen from the blue dashed curve. The r identified in this way agrees well with the anticrossing wavelength in Fig. 3(a) marked by the black dash-dotted vertical line. Moreover, at r , the loss of the odd supermode is much larger than that of the even supermode. Second, the field overlap integral of the SP 2 mode and the core-guided supermodes was quantified by the value, similar to [14] , the larger the value, the stronger the coupling. It is evident in Fig. 3(d) that odd is 10 6 times larger than even , which confirms that resonant coupling can only happen between the SP 2 mode and the fiber coreguided odd supermode.
CMT for DC-PCF With Metal Wire
In CMT, the characteristics of the modes of a multiwaveguide system are determined by a set of coupling equations. The rigorous derivation of CMT considering the cross power term and selfcoupling term is shown in (4), where AðzÞ and BðzÞ express the z-dependence of the individual guided modes; ¼ ð 2 À 1 Þ=2 is the average difference between their propagation constants [15] . Other parameters are defined in (5), where pq (p; q ¼ 1; 2 referring to the individual waveguide I and II, respectively) is the mode coupling coefficient of the system, c pq is the butt coupling coefficient between the two individual waveguides, and p can be understood as the self-coupling coefficient shown in (6) . N p is a normalization factor describing the time average propagation power of each individual waveguide. The underlying assumption for these equations to be valid is that the modal fields after mode coupling do not differ substantially from those before coupling, which is equivalent to j pq j ( j p j; j q j for a weak coupling condition [16] 
In our structure, the weak coupling condition was satisfied by taking the individual waveguide I as shown in Fig. 4(a) and treating the right core in Fig. 4(b) as perturbation, similarly for waveguide II. Their electric and magnetic field distribution of mode (E p;q and H p;q ) were calculated using FemSIM simulation. The power coupling characteristics are described by (7)- (9) . AE are the propagation constants of the modes in the multiwaveguide system similar to the in SMT, which were computed from (7). The power inside core A and core B was obtained from (8) by solving AðzÞ and BðzÞ assuming the initial launching power is in one core only, say core B, i.e., Að0Þ ¼ 0 and Bð0Þ ¼ 1, to be consistent with the SMT condition. It is evident that the power coupling in between the two cores is periodic, and the maximum power transfer occurs at every z position defined in (9) . These computation results are compared with the SMT results in Section 4
Modeling Results and Discussions of the New Fiber Coupler
Coupler Characteristics
From the SMT point of view, for constructive interference, the peak power occurs in one core, and if destructive interference occurs, power transfers to the other core. This power transfer is periodic in nature as can been seen from (3). The coupling length ðL c Þ is defined as the shortest fiber length, where the maximum power transfer occurs between the two cores and is considered as a key parameter to characterize a coupler. L c is expressed in (10) . From the equation, L c is inversely proportional to the difference between the Reðn eff Þ value of the even and the odd supermode. The normalized L c value with respect to the pitch size Ã is shown in Fig. 5(a) as a variation with the wavelength. As discussed in Section 3.1 Fig. 3(a) , the resonant coupling in the new structure significantly increases the jReðn e eff Þ À Reðn o eff Þj value as compared with that of the conventional unfilled DC-PCF structure. Hence, the coupling length of a DC-PCF filled with a metal wire (blue curve) is more than one order of magnitude smaller than that of its counterpart (red curve), and this reduction can be maintained over a wide wavelength range. This has the potential application in miniaturized system integrations, which require a short coupling length to reduce the system size. The dip of the blue curve (inset) indicates the location of r , where the coupling is the strongest, and the value of jReðn e eff Þ À Reðn o eff Þj is the largest. In addition, L c decreases monotonically with the wavelength and obeys a power type of relationship [17] . It is noted that L c can also be obtained from the CMT point of view by setting m ¼ 0 in (9) . The CMT results are shown as blue dots in Fig. 5(a) , which agree well with the SMT results. Fig. 5(b) is the L c =L 0 ratio. L 0 is the propagation length, defined as the fiber length at which the power level in the core drops to 1/e of its original launching value. For an efficient coupler design, a ratio smaller than 1 is desirable as it means that significant amount of power can be transferred from the launching core to the other. It is shown that in our structure, this is satisfied after r . Fig. 6 shows a direct view of the periodic power transfer process between core A and core B as a function of the fiber length at the telecommunication window ¼ 1550 nm calculated from both SMT and CMT equations. At every interval of L c , the power transferred from one core to the other reaches the maximum, but the overall is reduced by an attenuation envelope of ¼ 4:77 Â 10 À3 dB=m due to the metal absorption loss. However, this may be improved by adding gain medium for the loss compensation [18] , optimizing the fiber microstructure parameters or reducing the metal wire size. In any case, the loss value in our new structure is low, and as shown in the insets of the Poynting vector plots, still as high as 73.4% of the power can be transferred from the initial launching core B to core A after one L c without any loss compensation and optimization. 73.4% is the CE, defined as the maximum percentage of power that can be coupled from the launching core to the other.
Other coupler performance indicators such as the insertion loss (IL) and the extinction ratio (ER) were also studied. IL can be approximated by the confinement loss of the coupler at L c in our structure. ER is the ratio of the maximum output power at core A to the minimum output power at core B. At ¼ 1550 nm, for our new structure, IL is 1.39 dB, and the ER value is 29.5 dB.
Optimization of Microstructure Parameters
The performance can be further improved by an optimized design of fiber microstructure parameters. Fig. 7 shows a variation of the four performance indicators with respect to for different d =Ã ratios of a DC-PCF microstructure. By varying d =Ã ratios, we have changed the SP modes and fiber core-guided modes coupling condition. Generally, the coupler performance improves (low L c =L 0 and IL values, high CE and ER values) as d =Ã decreases; similar trends have also been reported in [13] and [19] . However, we found that further decreasing the d =Ã value would degrade the coupler performance, e.g., d =Ã ¼ 2=3:5 and d =Ã ¼ 2=3 compared with d =Ã ¼ 2=4. Table 1 shows a summary of the performance indicators for different d =Ã ratios at a fixed wavelength ¼ 1550 nm. The optimum value is d =Ã ¼ 2=4 for our new structure with the lowest IL ¼ 0:87 dB and the highest CE ¼ 81:82%, ER ¼ 30:54 dB comparable to other coupling devices with plasmonics effect in the literature, e.g., [8] .
Optimization of Metal Inclusion Configurations
Extended structure optimization is also carried out by considering the effect of plasmonics on the coupling mechanism for different metal inclusion configurations, such as different coating positions and thickness values in the DC-PCF structure. We investigated the structures in Fig. 8, i .e., metal layer inclusion (innermost layer of air holes coated, t Ag ¼ 40 nm), metal tube inclusion (the center air hole coated, t Ag ¼ 40 nm), metal hole inclusion (the center air hole coated, t Ag ¼ 500 nm), and metal wire inclusion (the center air hole fully coated, t Ag ¼ 1000 nm). These configurations were chosen because most of the energy will be confined within the core; it is likely that only the metal coating in the innermost layer of air holes closest to the core region will interact with the core-guided modes and exhibit the plasmonics phenomenon. Below the structure plots are the longitudinal Poynting vector plots of their core-guided modes at the respective resonance wavelength.
All performance indicators (L c , IL, CE, and ER) of these four configurations are compared and shown below in Table 2 at ¼ 1550 nm. We obtained these indicator values following the same analysis flow, as previously presented in Section 4.1. From the figure, we can draw the conclusion that the metal wire design outperforms the rest. For the first three configurations, their confinement loss is larger than that of the metal wire configuration. The reason is that for the metal layer configuration, the plasmonics effect can be regarded as a summation of all the SP modes contributed by each isolated metal-coated air hole [5] . However, mainly the center metal-coated hole contributes to the power transfer between the two cores; others will only scatter the core energy and, hence, increase the loss as evidenced by the Poynting vector plot. For the metal tube configuration, plasmon hybridization from the inner and outer metal-dielectric interface may happen and lead to strong metal absorption for both the even and odd supermodes, which significantly increases the confinement loss and, hence, lower the overall CE [20] . From metal tube configuration to metal hole and as the metal thickness continues to increase, the difference of the coupler performance indicators becomes less significant and tends to converge after the resonance wavelength. However, they are not the same because of the different coupling conditions of the fiber core-guided supermode and SP mode, for example, r ¼ 1250 nm for the metal hole inclusion configuration and r ¼ 1090 nm for the metal wire inclusion configuration. Overall, among the four metal inclusion configurations, the metal wire configuration is optimized for the full use of the plasmonics effect to achieve the best performance in terms of a fiber coupler design. In addition, metal wires are easier to realize in fabrication than coating metal films in the interior surface of micro-size holes in a PCF, which requires strict control of the coating uniformity and thickness as they will greatly affect the SP modes and fiber core-guided modes coupling condition. However, the control mechanism is still a challenge [21] . 
Conclusion
We have proposed a new DC-PCF structure filled with a metal wire in the center air hole. The resonant coupling between the SP modes and the fiber core-guided modes has been studied systematically using SMT and CMT with excellent agreement. The analysis shows that the new structure enhances the CE by a more than one-order-of-magnitude reduction in coupling length, which is potentially useful for miniaturized complex communication devices such as photonic integrated devices, wavelength multiplexing systems, and switches. As an example, we present salient features of our new structure as a fiber-based coupler device. Its performance optimization is discussed in terms of fiber microstructure parameter variation and different metal inclusion configurations. The new structure is compact in size and easy to fabricate. The experimental demonstration is currently being carried out in our laboratory.
